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31 at the height of Hanoi's call for a "general
uprising" the Viet Cong's clandestine Liberation Radio announced the formation of a
new and fifth popular front movement called
the "Alliance of National and Peace Forces."
It too appears aimed primarHy at the Catholic and Cochinchinese middie class and
claims its members include "many intellectual figures, industrialists and representatives of many political parties and religions."
(Whether or not Hanoi really went all out
this time for a "popular uprising" remains
in doubt, since it chose not to surface its
large political underground in Saigon.)
While this new front would seem to have
no more chance of succeeding than the NLF,
there is one difference.
:MARTIAL LAW LIMITED

Under the new April I, 1967, Constitution,
President Thieu can declare martial law for
only 12 days, when it is then subject to parliamentary review.
l\Ioreover, the constitution makes the
House of Representatives the Ultimate repository of South Vietnamese sovereignty.
The Senate and House and not the President
are constitutionally given power to "decide
about holding peace talks." While the Senate is heavily Catholic and conservative
(although its 60 members Include at least six
known Communist sympathizers) it can veto
legislation initiated in the House but the
House can override it by a two-thirds vote,
giving it, legally, the final say on making
peace.
At least 25 of the 137 House members were
leaders in the 1966 BUddhist-led clvH Insurrection and have been loyal to Tri Quang
in the past. Tri Quang, since he has been accused of using his pagoda as a Viet Cong
mllltary command center last week, seems
sutllciently discredited, but like Sherlock
Holmes' Prof. Moriarity, he has always been
able to make a comeback.
But the key figure In the House is Prof.
Ho Huu Tuong, a veteran Marxist with the
reputation as a Trotskyite. Last Winter, Just
after" the Red Guards stormed the Russian
Embassy in Peking and it looked like a final
Sino-Soviet break was imminent, Prof. Tuong
called me to his house.
HANOI'S TERMS

He described what he claimed were Hanoi's
peace terms. As a bargaining point, he said,
Hanoi would demand a coalition government,
cabinet posts for NLF leaders and a mll1tary
guarantee of safety from the United States.
What Hanoi really wanted, he went on,
was to get President Johnson to agree to the
establishment of a legal covertly Communistled popular front movement in exchange for
a neutralist, non-Communist South Vietnam.
He said the fighting would cease, the South
Vietnamese Communist party be disbanded
and the NLF dissolved. This new front would
be called "The Amance of National Force,"
which could also be translated as "The
United Nation Amance of the People." Prof.
Tuong was elected to the House last October
by the second highest plurality In Saigon,
and has been its most dominant figure.
I took Hanoi's terms to Edward Lansdale,
the American counter-insurgency veteran in
Saigon, who exploded: "Nobody understands
this problem. Washington doesn't. Diem
didn't. You don't. Land reform Is a gimmick.
The mUltary side is a gimmick. It's fundamentally a question of forming a mll1tary
base. Now these boys come driving right down
the avenue. They know all right."
A few weeks later China and Russia
stepped back from a break and all mention
of the "Amanee" was dropped. The question
Just ahead is whether La Duan can pUll off
in the South Vietnamese parliament what he
has faHed to do with the South Vietnamese
people and what the United States and President Thieu can do to restore to the people
the right to choose their own government.

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, is there further morning business?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore.
ls there further morning business? If
not, morning business is concluded.
INTERFERENCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Senate proceed to the consideration of
Calendar No. 705, H.R. 2516.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The bill will be stated by title.
The ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE CLERK. Calendar No. 705 (H.R. 2516), a bill to
presClibe penalties for certain acts of
violence or intimidation and for other
purposes.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the Senate will
proceed to its further consideration.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator will state it.
Mr. PROXMIRE. What is the amendment now pending before the Senate?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The pending amendment is the
amendment of the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. MONDALE], which deals with
housing.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, it is
my understanding that the pending
amendment would provide for an opportunity for all Americans throughout this
country to buy or" rent housing without
discrimination. I intend to speak in favor
of that amendment. I earnestly hope the
amendment will be adopted. I believe it
should be.
Mr. President, last year we saw violence and rioting in the streets of our
major cities-in New York, in Detroit,
in Milwaukee, and elsewhere. The crisis
in our central city ghettos is the No. 1
domestic problem facing our country today. Big city ghettos such as Watts and
Harlem are near the boiling point. By
jamming millions of Negro Americans
into the narrow confines of the ghetto,
we have created a tinder box of social
unrest and discontent.
The whites have escaped their responsibility by fleeing to the suburbs,
taking with them the central city's tax
base and source of civic leadership. In
the process of moving to the suburbs,
the whites have been careful to exclUde
Negroes. The so-called suburban white
noose exerts a strangle hold around
our large central cities, and the noose
is slowly choking those cities to death.
If present trends continue, many of our
large cities will soon be predominantly
Negro, surrounded by an increasingly
hostile white suburban ring.
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Today, almost 13 million nonwhites
are jammed into our central cities, and
one-third of them are living below the
poverty level. Moreover, the evidence
suggests that Negro poverty in the ghetto is getting worse, not better. A recent
census in the watts area of Los Angeles showed that Negro median family
income dropped 8 percent from 1959
to 1965. That was a period when the
country as a whole enjoyed remarkable
prosperity, tremendous expansion, and
a great increase in incomes generally;
but the average family income of Negroes living in this ghetto section of Los
Angeles fell 8 percent during that period
of time.
A similar survey in the Hough section
of Cleveland showed median income
falling by 16 percent. However, during
the same period national incomes rose
by 24 percent. While the suburban middle class was getting richer, Negro families in the ghetto were getting poorer.
Mr. President, it would be a mistake to
look at the vast migration to the SUburbs
solely in racial terms. The movement of
population and jobs to the suburbs has
primarily been the result of basic economic forces. Industry has located in the
fringes of our cities because it is more
efficient. The development of modern
plant technology, the growing importance of truck transportation, and the
rising cost of land in the central city
have all contributed to the dispersion of
industry. One prominent urban economist, John Kain of Harvard, has concluded thatYearly percentage increases in SUburban
popUlation, while considerable, are only about
half as large as the increases In suburban
employment. Jobs were moving to the suburbs at a faster rate than people.

For example, from 1954 to 1958, suburban population grew at the rate of 6.4
percent a year, however, employment in
services grew at 17 percent, in retailing
at 13.5 percent, in wholesaling at 16.6
percent, and in manufacturing at 7.4 percent. More recent data suggest this disparity in the growth of jobs and population has continued.
While employment is booming in the
suburbs, it has been declining in the
central city. The economic functions of
central cities have been gradually changing from manufacturing centers to centers for finance, marketing, and corporate management. The skill requirements
have correspondingly shifted from unskilled and semiskilled to highly skilled
in the technical, managerial. and professional class. Not many from the ghetto
can qualify in the changing job market
of the central city.. Manufacturing,
wholesaling, and retai11ng employment,
the traditional users of semiskilled and
low skilled labor, has been declining in
the central cities. The decline is sharpest in the ghetto. A study of Chicago employment, for example, showed that between 1958 and 1963, jobs in the ghetto
declined at a yearly rate of 3.2 percent.
The evidence seems clear that there is
a basic economic imbalance in the distribution of jobs and population in our
metropolitan areas. Jobs, and particularly semisk1l1ed and low skilled jobs, are
moving to the suburbs and the· outlying
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ity. Suburban Americans can purchase
tranquillity while still preserving the
ghetto, if they are willing to pay the
price-but it is likely to be exorbitant,
both in economic and social terms.
A third approach might be termed a
policy of dispersal through open housing.
This approach would look to the eventual dissolution of the ghetto and the
construction of low and moderate income housing in the suburbs and outlying portions of central cities. It would
be aimed at providing ghetto residents
with access to better housing, to improved job opportunities, to better eduThe high cost of transportation-in both cation, and to a sounder environment in
time and money-prevented residents of the suburbs. Such a policy would be in
Watts from achieving access to other parts harmony with basic economic trends and
of Los Angeies and exaggerated the isolation would clearly be the cheapest of the three
of the community.
alternatives. But it does imply an end to
When looked at in cold economic the practice of racial discrimination,
terms, the obvious solution to the prob- which has heretofore kept our suburbs
lem of the ghetto is a policy of open virtually 100-percent White.
The benefits of an open housing polhousing. If there is an imbalance between
people and jobs, then move the people to icy are numerous. For example, it is
the jobs. This simple solution is frus- doubtful that Negro education can ever
trated by discrimination-but at a high be brought on a par with white educaeconomic cost. There is a loss to our na- tion when Negroes are concentrated in
tional economy through the under- all black central city schools. Thus con·
utilization of our labor supply. And there tinued residential segregation wili peris an ultimate social cost of discrimina- petuate the transmission of frustration
tion which culminates in sharply in- and despair from one generation to the
creased expenditures for welfare, crime next. This vicious cycle can be broken
prevention, and municipal services. One by giving the Negro child the same edustUdy has shown that public expenditures cational opportunity which white chilin the slums are nine times greater than dren receive.
Second, a policy of dispersion will
tax revenues. I wonder how long General
Motors would tolerate one of its divisions move Negro residents closer to job opporrunning 900 percent in the red? Unfor- tunities and reduce Negro unemployment
tunately, we as a nation do not keep our with a constant reduction In welfare and
unemployment compensation payments.
books as efficiently as General Motors.
Third, by dispersing Negro residential
There are three basic approaches to
opportunities throughout a metropolitan
the problem of the central city ghetto.
One is to continue our present policy, area, the social unrest and violence in
which is basically a no-win policy. The the ghetto is diminished. A famous hisexisting programs of HUD and OEO and torian from the University of Wisconsin,
other agencies might be marginally ex- Frederic Jackson Turner, observed that
panded, but it seems clear the magnitUde the existence of a western frontier served
of the problem far exceeds the resources as a safety valve to alleviate social upthe Federal Government is presently heaval in our cities during the 19th cenwilling to commit. For example, 18 years tury. A man and his family could always
of public housing has made but a small move West. Today, there is no compadent in the stated goal of providing a rable safety valve for the resident of the
decent, safe, and sanitary home for every Negro ghetto. He is locked in. In the long
American family. The consequences of run, I beIleve America must move toour no-win urban policy are likely to be ward dissolving the ghetto simply befound in more crime and violence and a cause no other solution will work. The
perpetuation of the cycle of poverty from only question is when. I believe the time
one generation to the next.
is now.
A second policy has already been called
Mr. President, the fair housing bill
a Marshall plan for the ghettos. There is now before the Senate is a modest atno doubt that if we are willing to pour tempt to insure that every American
$30 billion or more a year into the family can buy or rent a home free from
ghettos, they can be made a tolerable racial discrimination. But more imporplace in which to live. But unlike the tantly, it commits this country to a basic
Marshall plan aid to Western Europe, moral conviction that racial discriminasuch massive expenditures in the ghettos tion in housing is wrong.
are likely to be continuing subsidies
Those who are anxious to secure the
rather than one time investments. With rights of fair housing for all Americans
more and more industry moving to the have sometimes been critical of landsuburbs, massive investment in the lords, real estate developers, rental
ghetto is likely to be a failure in the long agents and the like. I think much of this
run. It is simply out of tune with ecomisses the point. It is true that
nomic reality. This is not to say that in- criticism
there are a few unscrupulous real estate
creased expenditures may not be needed agents who engage in "block busting"
in the short run.
tactics. But the vast majority of those
Aside from economics, there are seri- in the real estate industry want to do
ous social questions involved in a policy the right thing. I have talked to a numwhich is basically aimed at bribing a ber of dedicated and conscientious real
generation of Negro militants into docil- estate developers who privately would

portions of our central cities. And yet a
considerable fraction of the potential
supply of labor to fill these jobs has been
left behind in the central city ghettos.
Moreover, our urban mass transit programs, which subsidize the affluent suburban commuter, do little for the ghetto
resident. One of the conclusions of the
McCone Commission, following the
Watts riot, was that there was a severe
lack of public transportation from the
ghetto to sources of employment. According to Charles M. Haar, Assistant
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development for Metropolitan Development:
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have no compunctions about selling to
Negroes. The unmistakable fact is, however, that any developer or landlord who
elects not to discriminate runs the risk
of losing business to those who continue
to discriminate. It is easy to talk reform. However, in real life it is quite
costly-in dollars and cents-to be a
reformer.
It is a simple matter to solve the dilemma. No single developer or landlord can
afford to undertake reform alone. To be
effective and fair, everyone must stop
discrimination. It is not fair to say that
some may discriminate but some must
not.
I am glad to see that the fair housing
measure before the Senate would eventually apply to the entire rental and housing market. Such a law would take the
beleaguered landlord off the hook. Under
the present situation, it is possible for a
small but vociferous minority to intimidate and harass any landlord who
plans to integrate an apartment project.
I am convinced that the vast majority of
Americans have no deepseated objections
to open housing. It is the prejudiced minority that is able to call the tune. Thus,
a Federal fair housing law would take
thousands of landlords off the hook. It
would give the conscientious landlord
and developer an effective answer against
the vocal bigots who would attempt to
impose their prejudices upon the community at large.
In order to understand fully the need
for a national policy against discrimination in housing and the enactment of a
comprehensive Federal fair housing law,
it is well to look into the results of housing discrimination.
For more than a quarter of a century,
Negroes living in rural areas have in
large numbers moved into the cities.
Much of this migration was out of the
South and into the North and West.
Within the South, too, Negroes have been
drawn out of rural areas into the cities.
In 1960, nearly 10 million of the 19 million Negroes in the United States lived in
the central cities of metropolitan areas.
This is more than double the number
prior to the outbreak of World War II. In
the Nation's 25 largest cities, which include six in the South, only in Memphis
did the population of nonwhites in the
total population fail to rise between 1950
and 1960.
During this decade, in Los Angeles, the
nonwhite papulation nearly dOUbled
while the white papUlation rose only 17
percent. Chicago saw a 64-percent gain
in its nonwhite papulation while facing
a 13-percent loss in whites. New York experienced a 47-percent gain in nonwhites; Detroit 60 percent; Cleveland
69 percen.t; Baltimore 45 percent; Milwaukee-Ill my own State-189 percent;
and Buffalo 95 percent.
Millions of the Negroes who migrated
from rural areas to central cities in recent decades are trapped in racial ghettos from which they cannot escape because housing is not freely available on
equal terms to all Americans
The housing of nonwhite families is
consistently of poorer quality than that
of white households in the same income
levels. This is due in large part, to the
fact that the nonwhite famllies do not
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have freedom of choice in selection of
their homes.
In 1960, 44 percent of all nonwhites
lived in substandard housing as compared with 13 percent of all white families. Think of that Mr. President. Nearly
half of all the nonwhite population in
our country lived in sl:un housing. Sixtytwo percent of the nonwhite households
rented as compared to 36 percent of the
white households. Forty-eight percent
of the nonwhite renters lived in substandard units as against 19 percent of
the whites. Three times as large a proportion of nonwhite families, 28 percent,
lived in overcrowded homes, as did white
housello:ds, 10 percent; and this overcrowding was prevalent in all income
classes.
For example, of nonwhite families with
incomes of $6,000 or more, 25 percent
lived in overcrowded conditions. This
compares with only 9 percent for whites
in the same income classes.
Mr. President, the crises in our cities
demands responsible action bY Congress.
To ignore the rising tension is folly.
Just over the weekend, President
Johnson said that he anticipated, unfortunately, that, whereas we are likely
to have a hot summer, indeed, in our
big cities because of racial tension, we
could expect many more hot summers in
the future before our problems are
solved. I am sure the President shares
my conviction that the violence and the
tragedy that can develop in our cities
will be far, far worse in the absence of
fair housing legislation.
To adopt overly repressive police state
methods to repress unrest would be a
national tragedy. To talk big and do little
can only add to the disillusionment and
despair prevalent in the ghetto.
Congress can and should act. A program of fair housing can offer a significant improvement in our urban problems:
Fair housing is morally right.
It is economically sound.
It is socially responsive.
It is legally and constitutionally correct.
In short, a fair housing law is a commitment to uphold American ideals. It
permits millions of Amelicans to participate in the mainstream of American
life. It removes the depressing and degrading experience of racial discrimination which can wound for life man's inner dignity. Who among us can say
such practices should continue unchallenged?
Mr. President, I was presiding in the
Senate last week when the distinguished
Senator from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS]
was speaking in support of the pending
amendment. In the course of his address, he and the distinguished Senator
from North Carolina [Mr. ERVIN] engaged in a colloquy. Senator ERVIN made
the point that if open housing can reduce the likelihood of riots In the big city
ghetto, why is the problem so acute, why
the riots last year since GO percent of
our people now live in jurisdictions which
have some type of open housing law?
Why do we still have the problem? I
should like to answer that question. I
could not do so, unfortunately, last week,
because I was presiding.
I should like to answer that question
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with reference to Milwaukee, because in
Mr. President, even the occasionalvisiMilwaukee we have a situation in which tor to our shores appreciates the necesthe city is theoretically covered by a fair sity for fair housing in America.
housing law. Wisconsin has passed legisDUling my recent visit to Africa,I was
lation which provides for fair housing, privileged to meet and talk with an emior open housing. The trouble is that it is nent Kenyan journalist, Mr. Narain
the same type of law which applies in Singh, feature writer for the Nairobi
most of the States that now have such Sunday Post. Mr. Singh had just comlegislation-that is, the exemptions are pleted his first visit to the United states
so big that only a minority of housing in October and November of 1967. Upon
units are covered and the very great ma- his return to Kenya he wrote a series of
jority of homes are not covered. This articles in the Sunday Post on a subject
means that most homes are closed, they of great interest to his readers-race reare not open, they are not available to lations in the United State:;.
the minority family, the Negro family,
His comments were for the most part
that wants to make a purchase.
encouraging. The Negro in America had
This is especially clear in the city of made great strides, and by his own efforts
Milwaukee, because every day since last was winning acceptance in a number of
summer there have been marches in this fields. But then, he had this to say:
city..There have been protest marches
During my conversation with many white
by mmorlty groups, protesting one issue, "Americans I learnt, lloweve1', that when it
and one issue only-not the absence of comes to housing, desegregation Rutomatij,)bs, nor educational opportunity, but cally becomes for them, a severe, an alm?st
the faiiure of the city council to enact insurmountable proolem. For. example, II a
f
hi
h'
d'
Negro buys a hO'.1se in a hItnerto purely
a ar.-reac .ng oJ:?en ouslng or manc~. white locality, even if his neighbors are wlllIt IS true that lf we. should enact thIS ing to accept him, the real estate agents and
proposed amendment mto law, it would others with vested interests wlll create the
not solve the problem overnight. Many scare of property values fall1ng as the result.
~ther things have to be do?~. But I beHe then went on to comment on the
he~e we overlook the ,deCISive p~yc~o- likely causes of such a phenomenon in a
logICal impact of saymg to mmonty relatively free and open society:
groups that they are free to buy a home
.
.
.
anywhere in America where the h
i
Tne bIg p?-eno~enon a!lecttng the Negro
".
orne s problem durmg tne past couple of decades
of!er·~d publlcly for sale. That is what has been the flow of many persons of that
the Mondale-Brooke amendment would race from the south to the north and from
do. After all, can we do less? We should the countryside to the cities. The pressure on
have done this long, long ago.
housing and all other amenities of modern
As I have said, the economic reasons life has therefore increased very r"pldly.
for doing this are clear and emphatic.
Many white Americans have escaped to the
The moral reasons are und n' bl I do suburbs Wh~ch have mushro?med all over the
co
e la e.
States, leavmg the Negroes m what have behope the <:>enate agrees to the pending come, in effect, ghettoes. Ghetto here indlamendment.
cates a locality to which a people of a parI yield the fioor.
tlcular race are restricted and who, because
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I wish to of the~r own economic backwardness and lack
commend the distinguished Senator of polItical influence, suffer, and often suffer
from Wisconsin for his very enlightening terribly, as the result.
and persuasive remarks to the Senate on
Mr. President, that is the view of an
this occasion. He has truly been a leader African of the gretto situation in the
and a champion of open housing legis- United States. I believe that Americans
lation. I think it is highly significant that must agree that Mr. Singh's observations
this statement was made by the Senator are accurate. The question before this
from the great State of Wisconsin, where, body is what we can do to relieve the
as he has said, day after day there have difficulties to which he has referred.
been marches, not so much for jobs, not
Mr. President, the findings of modern
so much for education, but for open oc- social science leave no doubt of the devascupancy in housing.
tating effects of discrimination in housI believe that it augurs well for the ing. Studies abound to demonstrate
importance of open housing legislation, these effects, but action to relieve them
because education, job opportunities, and has yet to be taken.
other equal opportunities will generally
I call to the attention of the Senate
flow if a man is given the opportunity the cogent and perceptive work of Eunice
to live where he chooses, and if he be- and George Grier. In a recent study publieves he can, as other immigrant groups lished in Daedalus, the Journal of the
have done in the past, leave the ghettos American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
and move into areas where he can get a they make the following observations rebetter education, b~tter jobs, and a bet- garding the social costs of segregation:
tel' way of life.
THE COSTS OF SEGREGATION
Therefore, I wish to take this occasion
Today's Wide-scale patterns of segregation,
to Congratulate the distinguished senior and the prospect of their further expansion,
Senator from Wisconsin for he has cer- have several extremely important consetainly given us a great address this af- quences for the nation as a whole. One of
the most dramatic of the current ramifit
h
ernoon, and e has put his finger on cations is the fact that the problems long
the heart of the situation as applies to associated With the Negro ghetto because of
a minority group in this country.
generations of discrimination-educational
I hope the Senate will heed his sage deficiencies, high rates of 1llness and social
advice and sage counsel for certainly disorders, low employment rates, and prewe can do no less than adopt this amend- dominantly low incomes even among those
ment which will give hope to millions of who are employed-all press with increasing
Americans who desire a better way of force upon the cities as the ghettos continue
life with the right to live l'n df'cent hous- to grow. At the same time, the financial and
leadership resources of the c1t1eshave been
ing in this country,
severely depleted by the middle-class white
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movement to the suburbs. As a separate political entity, the city has, with growing
force, been deprived by the expanding rings
of suburbia of the resources it needs to set
its house in order.
The newly emergent residential patterns
have thus transformed segregation from a
parochial concern largeiy confined to the
South (though posing a moral dilemma for
the entire nation) into the hardest kind of
practical economic problem affecting all the
urban centers of America.
But the problem no longer stops at the
city line. Today, segregation increasingly
threatens the rational planning and development of entire metropolitan areas-a consequence of profound significance in light of
continued population growth and the
scarcity of urban land, which make it essential that future generations be housed in a
less haphazard fashion.
In recent years choice land on the periphery of the larger cities has been devoured
at a ferocious rate. In metropolitan Philadelphia, for example, while the population of
the "urbanized" or heavily built up area
grew by 24 percent during the 1950's, its geographic spread dOUbled. This reckless consumption of land cannot continue much
longer. Municipalities are already grappling
in various ways with the challenge of making
more efficient use of the land which is still
within feasible commuting distance. The aim
of their plans is to keep the metropolitan
areas fit places in which to live, with a satisfactory balance of the various elements that
together constitute an adequate human environment: homes, commercial and cultural
centers, adequate transit faclllties, industries, parks, and other necessities and amenities.
In metropolitan Washington regional
planning agencies recently devised a "Plan
for the Year 2000." This plan is essentially
a general set of principles for meeting the
needs ofa population that is expected to
grow to more than twice its present size
before the end of the century. The plan
suggests that the future growth be channeled along six radial "corridors" extending
outward in star fashion from the central
city. Highways and transit lines would run
alongside the corridors; centers of commerce and various service areas would be located at appropriate intervals. To preserve
as much as possible of the green countryside, parks and open recreation areas would
be placed between the corridors.
The plan, however, falls to take into account one vital consideration: the effect of
race. If the movement of the city's population continues In its present directions, three
of the planned corridors will be heavily
Negro. They will have their central origins
in neighborhoods which currently are Negro
and which already are expanding outward in
the directions proposed by the plan. The
other three corridors will be almost exclusively white, since they originate in the only
white residential areas that remain within
the city. Thus segregation will be extended
for an indefinite period into the new suburbs. If, on the other hand, Negro expansion
is cut off along the three corridors Which
are presently "open," the future popUlation
growth will be forced back into the city,
thereby 'intensifying dangerous pressures
which already exist.
Stlll another instance of the way racial
segregation thwarts planning can be found
in the emerging new towns Which, in some
parts of the country, at least, may soon begin to offer an alternative to the previous
norm of suburban sprawl. These new communitle&--Of Which Reston, Virginia, and
Columbia, Maryland, both already underway, are two important examples--will be
planned and built from the outset as complete urban complexes, with· a full panoply
of shopping, employment, and recreational
facilities. The most comprehensive of the
new. towns will also contain a wide selae-

tion of housing, ranging from bachelor
apartments to large single houses, so that
the residents will be able to satisfy their
changing needs without moving from the
community. Over-all popUlation densities in
these new communities will be considerably
higher than in the dormitory suburbs of
the recent past. Yet, through imaginative
planning, they can offer their residents an
even greater selbe of spaciousness and
privacy.
Already popUlar in Europe and Great Britain, the new town concept offers important
advantages over the formlessness that characterizes America's postwar suburban development-advantages that accrue not merely
to the residents of the towns but to the entire nation. The new towns offer a way of
comfortably
accommodating
population
growth while conserving irreplaceable green
space. The· proliferation of muiti-mllliondollar superhighways can be slowed down.
Pollution of the air by exhaust fumes will be
reduced. Speedy, economical mass transit
systems, now virtually unfeasible in many
areas because of the low density and wide
geographic spread of suburban growth, wlll
become practical once more. There will even
be substantial savings in taxes for municipal services, as well as in utility and commuting costs.
But the new towns, despite the hopeful
prospect they represent, also confront the
ever-present specter of race. To be successful in realizing their diversified goals, the
towns will require a large number of service
workers-including manual laborers, domestics, custodians, and sales people, to mention
only a few categories. Today, the only significant reservoir of labor available for many of
these occupations Is the Negro population.
Furthermore, civil rights laws now require
equal access by all citizens to employment
opportunities. Yet, in most instances, the
new towns will be located too far from the
central cities for easy and economical commuting. Thus, in all llkelihood, the workers will have to be housed in the towns themselves.
But on what basis? Wlll the new towns
contain, from the outset, pre-planned
ghettos? If not, how is integration to be
accompllshed, given the differential income
levels of the people involved and the many
problems connected with providing low-cost
housing under private auspices? Even if this
last obstacle is overcome--as might be possible if Congress implements new and
imaginative forms of governmental aid and
SUbsidy-Will white Americans long conditioned with the encouragement of their own
government to rigid spatial separation, not
only of races but of economic groups, accept
any other arrangement?
If, on the other hand, the new towns do
not offer accommodations to families of low
income, what wlll happen as they draw away
more and more of the clties' remaining affluent residents, while providing no comparable outlet for their growing low-income
populations? Will vast new towns then be
planned· especially for the low income populations, thus extending patterns of racial
segregation upon a scale even now unknown?
Or will the cities merely be expected to
absorb the population increase indefinitely?
Within some cities, the low income housing
needs are already reaching crisis proportions.
In Washington, D.C., for example, pUblic attention has recently been focused on tIle
problem through Widespread civic protests.
With Virtually no vacant land remaining,
and with a population which has grown since
1960 both in total numbers and in the proportion of low-income Negroes, Washington now
faces a perpleXing dilemma indeed. Virtually
every improvement of any magnitUde in its
physical structure, Whether pUblicly or privately sponsored, further reduces an already
inadequate low income housing supply.
Development of expressways to relieve traffic congestion has been threatened as a re-
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suIt. Even code enforcement aimed at Improving housing condltions is endangered because it often results in evicting poor families with no place else to live. Yet private
construction, stimulated by \Vashington's
booming economy and unhampered by considerations that often affect public action,
is proceeding apace. Almost all centrally located homes whicll are privately renewed
for occupancy by middle class families, and
many of the sumptuous new apartment
houses and office buildings as
well,
gain their valuable land by removing
additional units from the low income housing supply. Some Washington observers are
wondering how much longer this process can
continue Without triggering racial outbreaks
similar to those which have already disfigured other major cities.
The complex issues which surround land
development, both present and future, constitute only one of the concerns made increasingly problematical by the city-suburban racial split. Paradoxically, it presents
obstacles also to current major attempts to
aid minority groups in escaping from poverty
and deprivation.
A good case in point is the multiple efforts
to upgrade Northern public schools in a state
of de facto segregation. For the most part,
these schools are desegregated in principle,
but because of surrounding residential patterns have become segregated In practice. A
considerable amount of this segregation, it
should be realized, occurred during the fifties
as a direct result of population shifts. At the
time of the Supreme Court decision barring
school segregation, Washington, D.C., which
is located among the border states, had a
completely segregated educational system.
Once the decision was announced, the city
immediately desegregated. Yet only a decade
later, because of intervening population
shifts, the school system once again is almost
entirely segregated. "Resegregation" is the
term some concerned local citizens have
coined for this disturbing phenomenon.
De facto segregation tends to create poor,
inadequately serviced schools. The concentration of CUlturally disadvantaged Negro
children makes it difficult to provide the intensive programs they need to reach an equal
footing With their white contemporaries. In
racially mixed schools, their deficiencies are
leavened through contact with children more
fortunate in background and home environment. One attempted solution has been to
bus Negro children to better schools which
are underutillzed and for the most part are
predominantly White. But this approach has
met with strenuous resistance from many
of the parents (inclUding some Negroes)
whose children attend the better schools.
Some officials fear that continued busing in
the face of such protests would cause even
more middle-class whites to leave the cities
and thus make the situation even worse in
the long run.
The whole problem is exacerbated by the
fact that most heavily Negro schools are located in the older and more depressed neighborhoods of the city. Both the schools and
their surroundings are often in physical and
social decay. Thus, in addition to everything
else, it becomes diffiCUlt to attract or keep
good teachers.
But the nation quite rightly, although belatedly, has committed itself to providing
equal educational opportunities for all its
cltizens. In the face of de facto segregation,
it is now trying to meet that commitment
by a huge complex of experimental programs
costing millions of dollars. If the programs
are successful, their extension to all those
who need them wlll Ultimately mean the
spending of many more blllions. But aside
from the question of money, the nation currently confronts the much more diffiCUlt
question of Whether the programs can in fact
work, given the complex of environmental
obstacles which exist.
Most of the dilemmas and problems posed
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by residential segregation in the United
States are brought into focus by the CUlTent
war against poverty. Can poverty among
Negroes ever be eliminated while rigid segregation increases within the metropolitan
centers? On the other hand, can the metropolitan areas ever be desegregated as long as
the majority of Negroes remain poor? As
segregation continues to grow and Negroes
reach numerical predominance in more and
more urban centers, will not the cities which
house the majority of the nation's industrial
and commercial life find themselves less and
less able to cope with their problems, financially and In every other way? What then will
be the answer for the metropolitan complexes
where two-thirds of America's population
currently reside and where as much as 85
per cent of the nation may live by the year
2000?
Aside from these large and basic questions of public policy and social change,
residential segregation causes havoc on a
more personal and individual level. And the
personal damage Is not to Negroes alone.
Many of the neighborhoods neWly entered
by Negroes since World War II have been
occupied by middle-aged and retired white
families who often look upon their current
homes as being their last-and whose emotional attachment to both house and neighborhood is based upon ties of famlllarlty and
friendship built up over many years. These
occupants feel deeply threatened by the
entrance of a Negro famUy. The result often
Is mental stress, misery, and loneliness, as
well as a sense of overwhelming personal
loss at being "forced" to leave a home and
neighborhood one had grown to love.
The effects of precipitate change are particularly sad in ethnic neighborhoods where
much of the community's Ufe has centered
around a house of worship and where neighbors often Include kinfolk as well as friends.
In such cases, the change is harmful not
only to Individual fam1lles but to institutions and social organizations that can rarely survive transfer to another location. Constant change Is normal, of course, and neighborhood Institutions should adapt constructively to It and help their members to adjust. Ne"ertheless, many institutions are
unprepared, and the rapidity of racial change
often gives them little opportunity to catch
up With their responsibilities.
In all these ways, then, residential segregation Is or has become central to major
domestic problems of the nation. There is
no way to determine the Ultimate sum of
its costs. It ranges into so many areas that
it may accurately be designated the key
question of our national life in the 1960's.

Mr. President, this is a problem we
have only begun to recognize in the very
recent past. For although the rights of
Negro citizens have been abridged for
decades, other forces, wider and newer
than racial discrimination, have compounded the situation. Let me again
refer to the notable research of Eunice
and George Grier:
The background to all that has happened
lies in certain facts concerning the rapid
urbanization of America's people-facts racially neutral in themselves, but having
profound racial effects. As the nation has
grown more populOUS, its Inhabitants have
located Increasingly within metropolitan
centers. A century ago Americans numbered
31 million, about one-fifth of whom Uved in
urban areas. By 1920 the total popUlation
had risen to 106 million, and the urban
proportion had grown to one-half-a ninefold jump In absolute numbers (from about
6 million to 54 m1ll10n) In only sixty years.
After World War II, population growth
accelerated sharply. The largest ten-year
increase In the nation's history took place
between 1950 and 1960. During that decade
28 million new citizens were added, a total
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nearly equal to the entire population of a
century ago. About 85 per cent of this increase occurred within 212 metropolitan
areas, making about two-thirds of the nation's people urban today.
In addition to increase through births and
immigration during these frUitful years, the
cities gained also from large-scale popUlation
movements from the center of the country
toward its boundaries (especially to the seacoasts and Great Lakes region) and from the
South to the North. Tllese streams of people,
most experts agree, were both "pulled" toward the cities by job opportunities and
other urban attractions (especially in the
coastal areas) and "pushed" out of the rural
areas by shrinking labor needs, especially in
the depressed portions of the agricultural
South. Negroes and whites shared in the
migration-Negroes to a somewhat, but not
drastically, greater degree In proportion to
their share of the total population.
Migration to the cities helps explain why,
after World War II, the nation turned to its
suburbs in order to satisfy housing needs
which had been accumulating during almost
two decades of economic depression. and
world confilct. The previous growth of the
cities had used up most of the land suitable
for development within their boundaries.
Yet the people had to be housed someWhere,
and swiftly. The easiest place, requiring no
costly and time-consuming demolition of
existing bulldlngs, was the suburbs.
How should the suburbs be developed? In
answering this question certain key publlc
pollcy decisions-involving racial impllcatlons which were probably neither foreseen
nor intended-joined with private actions to
help produce the present situation. Primary
among these was the critical decision to
allow the private-enterprise system to meet
the housing shortage on its own terms. Most
of the government mechanisms mob1llzed
to aid In the task, especially the mortgage
guarantee provisions of the Federal Housing
Administration and the Veterans Administration, served to support and encourage the
efforts of private enterprise.
Such a decision was completely in accord
with America's social ph1losophy and economic structure. And, in Ught of the inherent
dynamism of the private-enterprise system,
It Is not surprising that the home-bu1lding
industry was able to provide usable physical
shelter. Indeed, this success can be counted
as one of the major achievements of a nation
which has never been satisfied with small
accomplishments. Almost every year followIng World War n more than one mUlion
dwell1ng units were constructed and occupied, a figure which is double the rate at
which new fam1Ues were formed. And, despite rapid popUlation growth during the
fifties, the 1960 Census showed that Americans were far better housed than ever before.
Overcrowding and "dOUbling up" (two or
more fam1Ues in one dwell1ng) had been
considerably reduced. So had d1lapldated
and otherwise substandard housing. To a
greater or lesser degree, the entire population
benefited from this Widespread Improvement--even Negroes, though they continued
to be less adequately housed than Whites.
Nonetheless, the decision to let private enterprise satisfy the housing need carried with
it unfortunate consequences for future residential patterns. It meant that the great
majority of the new postwar suburban housing was bU1lt for those who could afford to
pay the full economic price. Thus the basic
mechanisms of the private enterprise system, successful as they were in meeting overall housing needs, selectively operated to reinforce existing trends Which concentrated
low-income famllies In the cities. At the same
time, they encouraged the" centrifugal movement of those who were more wealthy to the
outskirts of the cities.
Most Negro faroHles were among those with
low incomes, the result of generations of discrimination In employment and education.

Quite apart from direct racial discrimination,
In which the private housing industry .also
Indulged whenever it felt necessary,economics posed a giant barrier to the free dispersal
of the growing Negro populations. The findings of a market analysis condUcted by
Chester Rapkin and others at the University
of Pennsylvania'S Institute for Urban Studies
at the peak of the postward housing boom in
the mid-1950's were quite typical. At that
time, only 0.5 per cent of all dwellings costing
$12,000 or more in Ph1ladelphia had been
purchased by Negroes--a fact which the authors laid mainly to economic incapacity.
This was about the minimum cost o~ a modest new house in Philadelphia'S suburbs.
But this is only part of the story. Federal
pOlicies and practices in housing reinforced
and increased the separation between the
"Negro" cities and the white SUburbs. In
part, this was intentional. From 1935 to
1950-80 period In which about 15 million
new dwellings were constructed-the power
of the national government was explicitly
used to prevent integrated housing. Federal
pollcies were based upon the premise that
economic and social stab1Uty could best be
achieved through keeping neighborhood pop_
ulations as homogeneous as. possible. Thus,
the Underwriting Manual of the Federal
Housing Administration (oldest and largest
of the federal housing agencies, established
by the Housing Act of 1934) warned that "if
a neighborhood is to retain stab1l1ty, it Is
necessary that properties shall continue to
be occupied by the same social and racial
group." It advised appraisers to lower their
valuation of properties in mixed neighborhoods, "often to the point of rejection."
FHA actually drove out of business some
developers who Insisted upon open pollcles.
More recently, a number of studies by competent real-estate economists have thrown
serious doubt upon the thesis that Negro
entry lowers property values. Laurenti,in his
thorough analysis entitled Property Values
and Race, found that prices rose in 44 per
cent of those areas which Negroes entered,
were unchanged In another 41 per cent, and
declined In only 15 per cent. These were
long-term trends, and they were measured
relative to trends in carefully-matched
neighborhoods Which remained all whitethus obviating any possibly misleading effects
of generally rising prices.
Surveying the llterature, Laurenti noted
similar results from other studies In various
cities extending back as far as 1930. But
erroneous though the allegation of nonwhite
destruction of property values may have
been, it nonetheless provided "justification"
for widespread discriminatory practices, as
well as active encouragement of private discrimination, by agencies of the federal government during a period of critical importance In determining present residential
patterns.
However, discrimination per se was only a
small factor In the Impact of·federal policies
and practices upon radical patterns during
this crucial period. Much more important
were more basic aspects of the structure and
functioning of federal housing programs.
Three major progams have dominated the
field. The largest and most significant has
been the Federal Housing Administration's
mortgage insurance program, with its postWorld War II counterpart for veterans, the
Veterans Administration's loan guarantee
program. Both granted their benefits chiefly
to the "modal" fam1ly recently embarked
upon married life, with ch1ldren already born
or on the way, and w11ling to. commit itself
to the responslb1llties of home ownership
with a mortgage. For . !luch families, downpayment requlrements were minimal, repayment periods lengthy, and credit restrictions
lenient. A certaln minimum of present earnings and good prospects for future income
were paramount, as well as some evidence of
faithfUl repayment of past obligations.
Households which did pot fit these crlterl~
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smaller, familles, older, couples, single persons, people with low or precarious earnings,
families who sought dwellings for rent rather
than for sale, even families dependent upon
the wife's employment for an adequate income--all were required to satisfy their
needs chiefiy through the older housing left
vacant by people moving to new homes in
the suburbs.
Prominent among those left behind, of
course, were Negroes. The federal programs
permitted them to "inherit" the cities, along
with an assortment of whites who did not
meet the conditions for access to the new
suburbs: ,the old, the poor, the physically
and mentally handicapped, the single and
divorced, together with some persons of
wealth and infiuence who preferred the convenience of llYing in the central city. The
significance of the housing programs for
residential patterns, however, lay also in
their tendency to pull young and upwardly
mobile white families away from the cities
and out toward the suburbs.
It may be that a large number of these
families, given free choice, would have preferred to remain within the cities, close to
work and to older relatives. But the FHA and
VA programs generally did not provide nearly
so liberal terms on the mortgages of older
homes in the cities. Down payments were
usually larger; repayment periods shorter;
monthly payments higher. For most young
familles, therefore, the suburbs were the only
practiCal areas in which to solve their hot:sing needs. In this way, the FHA and VA programs, essentially independent of any direct
racial bias in their decisions on appllcations,
enhanced the tendency toward White dominance in the suburbs.
The second of the federal government's
major housing programs is subsidized lowincome public housing, administered by the
Public Housing Administration through local
housing authorities. Its criteria for admission
are based upon maximum rather than minimum income levels. Under these conditions
relatively small numbers of whites can qualify because their earnings exceed the required
standard. In many areas, even where conscious efforts are made to attract an interraelal clientele, the great majority of residents are Negro. In further contrast to the
FHA and VA programs, most public housing
projects have been constructed in the central cities rather than in the suburbs--since
one of their objectives is to reduce the incidence of blighted housing.
The differences between the two programs
thus reinforce each other in their effects upon
patterns of residence. While the FHA and
VA have helped promote White dominance
in the suburbs, public housing has helped
enhance Negro dominance in the cities.
The third of the majot federal housing programs is urban renewal. Established by the
Housing Act of 1949, its chief goal is to combat physical decay in the central cities. In
a sense, urban renewal has worked against
FHA and VA programs, since, among other
things, it attempts to draw back to the cities
the more prosperous of the fam1l1es who have
left it. Until recently, the renewal program
has usually cleared off blighted sections and
replaced them With housing units priced in
the middle- to upper-income brackets. Most
often, as might be expected, the occupants
of the site before renewal have been lowincome members of a racial minority. They
have been displaced by housing Which, for
economic reasons alone, was available mainly to whites and to very few Negroes. Some
civU rights groups therefore have dubbed
urban renewal "Negro removal."
Renewal agencies are required by law to
relocate displaced fam1Ues into "decent, safe
and sanitary" housing. RelocatIon procedures
have recently received a great deal of crIticism
throughout the nation. Whether or not aU
of it is valid, It is an undeniable fact that
most relocatees move only a short distance
from their former homes. One stUdy found,

for example, that two-thirds of them relocated within a radius of twelve city blocks.
As a reSUlt, displaced low-income minorities ring the renewal site.
Sometimes this movement appears to set
off a chain reaction. Whites in the neighborhoods to which the displacees move take up
residence elsewhere-as do some of the more
secure Negroes. The ultimate effect too often
is to touch off spreading waves of racial
change, which in the end only produce a
broader extension of segregated llving patterns. ThUS, if the FHA, VA, and publlc
housing programs have helped produce
metropolitan areas which increasingly resemble black bullseyes with white outer
rings, urban renewal has too often created
small White or largely White areas in the
center of the bullseyes--simultaneously causIng the black ghettos to expand outward even
further.
Combined with rapid popUlation growth
In the metropolltan areas, the interacting
effects of federal policies and practices In the
postwar era did much to produce the present
segregated patterns. But they were not the
only factors. Clear discrImination by private individuals and groups-including the
mortgage, real-estate, and home-bUilding industries-has also played its part. The activities of the "blockbuster" provide a good
focus for examining the way this works.
The modus operandi of the blockbuster is
to turn over whole blocks of homes from
white to Negro occupancy-the quicker the
better for his own profits, if not for neigh~
borhood stab1l1ty. Once one Negro family has
entered a block, the speculator preys on the
racial fears and prejudices of the whites in
order to purchase their homes at prices as
low as possible-often considerably below
fair market value. He then plays upon the
pent-up housing needs of Negroes and resells the same houses at prices often well
above their value in a free market situation.
Often he makes a profit of several thousand
dollars within a period of a few days. Studies
have indicated that sk1llful blockbusters frequently dOUble their investments in a brief
interval. They can do this only because tight
residential restrictions have "dammed up"
the Negro need for housing to such a point
that its sudden release can change the racial
composition of a neighborhood within a matter of weeks or months. Apart from the damage done to both sellers and buyers and to
the structure of the neighborhoods themselves, blockbusters have a far wider negative impact. By funneling Negro housing demand into limited sections of the city (usually around the edges of the Negro slums,
since these neighborhoods are easier to throw
lnto panic), the blockbusters relieve much
of the pressure which might otherWise have
encouraged the dispersion of Negroes
throughout the metropolitan areas.
Technically speaking, blockbusters represent an unscrupulous minority of the real
estate industry-"outlaws" in a moral if not
a legal sense. However, their activities would
not prove profitable if racial restrictions on
place of residence were not accepted and enforced by the large majority of builders,
brokers, and lenders, backed by the supporting opinion of large segments of the white
pUblic.
By restraining the Negro market and permitting its housing needs to be satisfied only
on a waiting-list basis, "reputable" members
of the banking and housing industries have
helped perpetuate the conditions under
which their less-scrupulous colleagues can
fiourish. For reasons they consider entirely
justifiable, they guard assiduously against
the entry of Negroes into White areas. In recent testimony before the Co=issioners of
the District of Columbia, the President of
the Mortgage Bankers Association of Metropolitan Washington stated bluntly that "applications from minority groups are not generally considered in areas that are not recognized as being racially mixed." A stUdy by
the Chicago Commission on Human Rela-
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tions found that such a policy was pursued
by almost all lending sources in that city.
Voluminous evidence from both soclal research surveys and testimony before legislative and executive bodies indicates that the
same is true of most real-estate boards in
cities throughout the country.
Supporting tllis activity is the subjective
equivalent of the ostensibly objective economic argument that underlay federal housing policy for years: the belief in neighborhood homogeneity-that is, neighborhood exclusiveness. The general attitUde of much of
the public (or the most vocal) has been that
neighborhoods were better off when the people within them all belonged to the same
broad socioeconomic groups and had the
same ethnic or racial origins. In practice, of
course, this commitment to neighborhood
homogeneity has tended to exclude individuals who fell below a certain status level,
not those who were above it. The latter, however, usually have "excluded" themselves in
neighborhoods restricted to occupants of
their own status.
After 1948, when the Supreme Court ruled
that racial and religlous covenants were unenforceable in the courts, minority groups
began to find it somewhat less difficult to
obtain access to neighborhoods on the basis
of financial status and preference. Still,
neighborhood exclusiveness remained a commonly accepted value, widely enforced by the
real-estate, home-building, and lending industries. It served as the final factor in the
constellation which created the nation's new
patterns of residential segregation.

(At this point, Mr. MONDALE took the
chair as Presiding Officer.)
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, fortunately. we have a number of reasons to
be optimistic as we approach the problem
of housing all our people in an equitable
manner. I was very much pleased to hear
the distinguished Senator from Oregon
state that among Oregon's pioneering
legislation was an open occupancy housing law-a fair housing law to enable the
2 million citizens of that great State to
live in decent housing and to live where
they choose to live. Nothing augurs so
well for a happy solution to these issues
than the upsurge of citizen concern with
them.
Reading further from Eunice and
George Grier:
Over the past decade and a half, as the
situation has worsened, the significance of
residential segregation has steadily been
pushing itself into the forefront of the national consciousness. As public comprehension has grown, one response has been a
groundswell of concern and action on both
pUblic and private levels. This development
cannot be overvalued. It is a change of almost revolutionary proportions, a change
that has been accomplished not through violence or political disorder but through the
constitutional mechanisms of the governmllnt and through the exercise of individual
freedoms that form the basis of American society. Yet, this counteraction, despite its importance, is in itself presently insufficient for
the task at hand. TIle best way to indicate
both the limitations of the current activity
and the general direction in which the country must now move is to outline the Var!OlJS
ways in which mounting publiC concern has
expressed itself.
Between 1950 and today, the federal government has completely reversed its racial
policy, moving from official sanction of segregation to a Presidential order that prohibits
discrimination in any housing receiving federal assistance. The first official impetus for
this change came in 1948, when the Supreme
Court ruled that restrictive racial covenants
were legally unenforceable. At first the Federal Housing Administration declared that
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the decision was inapplicable to its operation. Finally, late in 1949, it removed the
model covenant and all references to neighborhood homogeneity from its manual and
declared that after February 1950 it no longer
would insure mortgages having restrictive
covenants. The Veterans' Administration and
the Urban Renewal Administration both issued slmllar statements.
Further changes ensued. By 1960, they included the following: both the FHA and VA
had ruled that the insured property they acqUired (usually under foreclosure proceedings) would be made avallable to all buyers
or renters, regardless of race, creed, or color;
the administrative head of the FHA had instructed local offices to take "active steps to
encourage the development of demonstrations in open occupancy projects in suitably
located key areas"; both the FHA and VA had
signed a series of formal agreements of cooperation with state and local agencies responsible for enforcing laws and ordinances
against housing discrimination; the government had dropped a system of racial quotas
in housing built for persons dlsplaced by
urban renewal; and it also had banned discrimination in a special loan program to assist the elderly in their housing needs.
These regUlations and directives clearly
represent a large stride forward from the directly discriminatory pollcies pursued before
1950. Yet their practical effect on· the rigid
patterns of segregation that had developed
over the years was very small. In 1962, fedeml
reports revealed that nearly 80 per cent of all
publlc housing projects receiving a federal
subsidy were occupied by only one race.
Segregated projects were located as far North
as Scranton, Pennsylvania, and Plattsburgh,
New York-and, as might be expected, in
practically every locality in the South. The
vast majority of new suburban housing
backed by FHA and VA mortgage guarantees
was occupied exclusively by White families.
A scattering of developments built on urban
renewal sites were made available to both
Negroes and Whites; but they were limited
mainly to the largest cities of the North and
West and generally priced at or close to luxury levels. Where integration eXisted, it was
largely the result of state and local laws
rather than national directives. Only seldom,
however, were these laws adequately enforced.
Nonetheless, by 1962, partly because of
the ineffectiveness of previous changes, it
had become clear that the broad problems
of discrimination and segregation were too
interwoven to be solved with piecemeal
changes in federal policy. The first step
toward P. more comprehensive approach
came on November 20, 1962, when the late
President Kennedy issued an Executive Order barring discrimination in all housing
receiving federal al<I after that date. At the
end of April 1964, it was estimated that
932,000 units of housing had come under
the directives of the Order. In June 1964,
it was estimated that between 12 and 20
per cent of all new residential construction
was covered.
But the segregatio n that had developed in
previous years s1 ill remained. Charles
Abrams summed 'lp both the limitations
and the value of t'.le Executive Order shortly
after it was issued in the following way:
"The Executive Order wlll . . . touch only
a small fraction of the housing market. If
any real gains are to be made, its coverage
must be widened or more individual state
laws laboriously sought. The President's Order is no more than a small first federal step
toward breaking the bottleneck in housing
discrimination.
"Nevertheless, its importance cannot be
discounted. First steps in civil righ ts legislation have often led to second steps when
the will to move ahead has been present."
The federal government has also made
special, though limited, efforts to mitigate
the unintended racial effects of its housing
programs. Housing legislation gave the FHA,

in cooperation with the Federal National
Mortgage Association, the right to issue insured loans from government funds at belowmarket interest rates for housing to be
occupied by familles with incomes too low
to acquire new homes in the private market.
This indirect form of subsidy was intended
in part to reach a larger number of Negro
familles. Urban renewal programs have begun to pay more attention to relocation procedures and to stress rehabllitation of existing dwellings rather than total clearance. In
some cities, Community Renewal Programs
aided with federal funds are attempting to
develop comprehensive plans for housing all
groups in the popUlation. In the publlc housing program, where Negroes predominate.
federal action has paradoxically been least
decisive. Still, many local authorities have
tried to promote racial balance in their projects, and some have been experimenting with
various types of nonproject housing scattered throughout the community.
But the fundamental orientations of the
federal programs remain today-as do the
deeply entrenched consequences of their
operation throughout the peak years of the
post-World War II housing boom. It will
take more than piecemeal efforts to shatter
such a soUd foundation for the continued
growth of segregated llving patterns.
Whlle the federal government was moving
toward its policy of nondiscrimination in
housing, many states and municipalities
were moving in the same direction-and, in
recent years, at a more rapid pace. Prior to
1954, only a few of the states in the North
and Midwest had legislation which barred
discrimination in any segment of their housing l\upply. The laws usually covered only
low-rent pUblic housing and, occasionally,
units receiving such special forms of assistance as tax exemptions or write-downs on
land costs.
As of mid-1965, however, sixteen states and
the District of Columbia had barred discrimination in a substantial portion of their private housing supply. At the 1960 census these
states together contained about eighty mlllion people, or 44 percent of the total population. Thus nearly half the citizens of the
United States are now living in communities
whose public policy is clearly opposed to deliberate segregation on the basis of raceeven in housing bullt under private auspices.
President Kennedy's Executive Order of 1962
therefore was basically an extension on the
federal level of a principle already gaining
widespread acceptance in states and localities
across the nation.
However, mere nondiscrimination cannot
by itself overcome the problem of segregation. It will take vigorous positive efforts on
the part of government and private citizens
to halt, let alone reverse, trends now so firmly
entrenched.
CONTRIBUTORS TO CHANGE

Changes in public policy can usually be attributed to the determined efforts of a small
minority of citizens who recognize a need and
work tirelessly to bring it to public attention.
In no case has this been more true than with
residential segregation. Led by the National
Committee Against Discrimination in Housing-a small and meagerly financed organization which grew out of the first successful
campaigns for housing laws in New Yorkrellglous, civic and labor groups in many
parts of the country have spearheaded similar campaigns in their own states and cities.
The resulting laws have provided a foundation upon which other types of private effort
could build.
A second important variety of private effort toward housing desegregation is the intentional development of new housing on an
open-occupancy basis. Beginning in 1937 With
a small Quaker-sponsored project in southwestern Pennsylvania, the spontaneous development of nondiscriminatory housing by
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private groups .got .underway lnearnest .following World War II. Despite ~oncerted opposition by the .federal government, many
local governments, and most segments of the
real estate industry, a 1956 survey found that
some fifty new interracial communities had
been produced by private efforts up to that
time. Some of them had been inspired by
civic and social service organizations to foster
racial equality, but a number had been constructed by businessmen for profit. Today,
such developments are estimated to number
in the high hundreds or even the thousands.
In a third approach, "grass-roots" organizations in many cities across the country
have sought to stabilize the occullancy of
their own neighborhoods following the entry
of Negroes. In numerous instances they have
accomplished What many once thought impossible-quelling panic, avoiding possible
violence, maintaining sound neighborhood
conditions, even bringing new white residents into areas where formerly the prognosis
had been for complete transition to allNegro occupancy.
Finally, in the suburbs of a. number of
cities, concerned White residents have banded
together to help open their own neighborhoods to Negro families a.ble to pay the price.
The first of these "fair housing committees,"
established in Syracuse, New York, in the
mid-1950's, was sponsored by the local
Quaker Meeting. Rellgious infiuence of various denominations remains strong in many of
the later organizations, now estimated to
number more than one thousand.
These private efforts represent one of the
most encouraging examples of the Inherent
strength of American democracy and its
capacity for change. They have helped shatter many racial myths, have opened new
housing opportunities for Negroes in areas
not previously open to them, and have done
much through practical demonstration to
alter the attitudes of the white majority
toward the prospect of Negro neighbors.
But in the face of population forces, they
can have little effect in destroying racial segregation. The point was passed some years
ago where either legal bars against discrimination or the best-intentioned of
meagerly financed "grass roots" endeavors
could accomplish the task. If Americans wish
not only to create truly equal opportunity for
all, but also to solve the many domestic problems Which stem from inequality and artificial separation of the races, they must now
be prepared to move beyond mere nondiscrimination and good wlll-in a sense,
beyond equality-into an area of positive and
aggressive efforts to undo the damage already done. It wlll require a massive national
effort, calling upon the fUll resources of both
the publlc and private sectors.
That the country possesses the fundamental resources it needs to solve the problem is
fortunately clear. What is required is less the
creation of new mechanisms than the effective harnessing and, where necessary, the reorientation, of those Which already exist.
Otherwise it wll1 be impossible to meet the
goal of rendering segregated housing patterns ineffective as an obstacle to the obJectives of the "Great Society."
This aim, it must be stressed, need not be
sought through methods Which run counter
to the basic tenets of American democracy.
For example, it needs not be attempted
through forced redistribution of population.
Force is not only intolerable, but unnecessary. The normal mobility of the American
people is so great (about half of all households moved during the latter half of the
1950s alone) that redistribution. can be
achieved through the operation of free
choice-if sufficient resources areappl1ed to
make socially desirable patterns of residence
as attractive to the public as socially undesirable ones have been in the past. ..
Nor is it necessary to attempt -a rigidly
planned dispersal of Negro households. The
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aim, rather, should be to achieve complete
freedom of choice in place of residence without respect to racial barriers. Within this
framework of unconstrained choice, some
substantial concentrations of Negro fammes
Would doubtless persist, just as Jews have
remained in certain neighborhoods even
after obstacles to their residing elsewhere
have largely been eliminated. But the present monolithic character of the Negro ghettos, their inexorable growth, and the social
evils they encourage would be broken.
The following are some specific measures
which would help achieve the goal. The list
is not all-inclusive; doubtless many readers
will think of others which would be of value:
A central federal agency possessing the
competence to plan comprehensively for all
phases of urban development and the authority to translate plans into effective
action. This agency must have the power to
draw together federal operations in such diverse areas as housing, urban renewal, highways, transportation, and community fac111ties and to gUide them toward a set of common objectives. The newly created Department of Housing and Urban Development
can be such an instrument--if it can overcome the handicap of its origin 10 the Housing and Home Finance Agency, a loosely knit
combination of essentially independent agencies, and achieve better coordination of individually powerful organizations than has the
similarly
amalgamated Department
of
Health, Education, and Welfare. This will not
be easy.
A total strategy for desegregation. The
segregation problem is too complex to be
solved without a total approach which recognized all the manifold forces which
brought it to its present magnitude and
threaten to enlarge it further. This approach
must take maximum strategic advantage of
all available resources and knowledge. It
must be adaptable to varying local conditions
and flexible enough to permit changes as
"feedback" from early applications dictates.
But it must be directed always to a clear and
unwavering set of goals.
Broadened federal incentives for effective
action by local governments and private entrepreneurs. Incentive programs have proved
one of the most acceptable means of applying governmental leverage in a democratic
system, for they do not involve compUlsion
and do not infringe upon freedom of choice.
In housing, for example, incentives have promoted urban renewal (through grants to
local authorities to clear slum land for redevelopment) and the construction of specific types of housing (through Jlberal mortgage insurance). Incentives must now be
used to encourage comprehensive planning
and action toward social goals. For example,
SUitable incentives can encourage private
builders to construct balanced communities
serving all population groups, can attract and
assist low-income minority fammes to move
to such communities, can stimUlate existing
neighborhoods to self-renewal and racial
stab1llzation, can encourage local governments to attack segregation in the comprehensive manner it requires by cooperation
throughout the metropolltan areas.
Imaginative new forms of subsidy for lowincome famllles. Traditionally, housing subsidies have been available almost exclusively
for units' built by local nonproflt authortties- chiefly in the form of multi-unit pUblic "projects," which stood apart from their
surroundings and amassed the social 1I1s associated with poverty in much the same fashion as did older and less solidly constructed
ghettos. More recently, various localities have
experimented with methods for widening the
range of choice and location in subsidized
housing. The Housing Act of 1965 contains
provisions which can make subsidies a much
more valuable tool in combatting segregation. But their operation toward this end
cannot be left to chance; it will require vig..:
orous and imaginative guidance.

Comprehensive measures to increase minority incomes: Any measure which increases
the purchasing power of racial minorities
will bring a corresponding reduction in the
critically important economic barriers to
desegregation. Minimum wage floors must be
raised; present ones are actually below
the level defined by the federal government as "poverty." Federal resources must
be directed toward expanding the number
of jobs avallable, particularly for those of
limited education. The most important need
of the minority poor is for decent jobs at
decent pay. Economic measures can and
should be tied to housing. For example, lowincome minority persons should be trained
for the specific kinds of jobs which wlll be
made available in the new, comprehensively
planned communities on the outskirts of
metropolitan areas. Housing should be
planned for them close to these new job
opportunities. Similarly, relocation from urban renewal areas should be coupled with a
range of services, InclUding training and assistance in finding employment, to help assure that displaced famllles improve not only
their housing conditions but their economic
situation as well.
Intensive efforts to improve the attractiveness of central cities: To date, urban renewal,
in its efforts to draw middle- and upperincome famllles back to the urban cores, has
focused mainly upon the physical aspects of
decay. It is increasingly obvious that social
renewal is required also---that many of the
economically more capable famllles, Negro
as well as white and especially those with
children, wlll not be persuaded to return to
the central areas until they are assured of
protection from the social pathology of the
ghetto. City schools, for example, must be
drastically improved; yet there Is growing
eVidence that this wlll require not merely
replacement of individual bUildings and
teaching staffs but also comprehensive restructuring of entire school systems. Crime
and violence are among the greatest deterrents to affiuent famllles who prefer to live
in central areas, and the cities wlll be at a
disadvantage untll they prove that they can
control both the chronicaily lawless and
those driven to crime by frustration and
economic need.
Vigorous enforcement of anti-discrimination laws and affirmative measures to promote equal opport~mlty: As noted earlier,
anti-discrimination laws in themselves are
unable to solve a problem which stems from
much broader causes. But. If vigorously enforced, they can prove a most Important
weapon in the arsenal of measures against
segregation. Further, as many of the more
effective law-enforcement agencies already
recognize, it is not sufficient merely to remain passive and wait for a minority conditioned by generations of segregation to
recognize and claim Its newly guaranteed
rights. Affirmative measures are necessary to
promote awareness of the law both among
those it protects and those who offend
against it.
Expanded support for "grass-roots" citizen
efforts. While the efforts of spontaneous,
citizen-led groups have had impressive success in helping change attitUdes, practices,
and laws across the nation, these groups
have been severely handicapped by their
meager resources. A few have been fortunate
enough to receive substantial support, usual_
ly from local foundations. Where funds have
permitted hiring full-time staff, the Increase
in effectiveness has often been dramatic.
Compared to the many m1ll10ns spent annually by phllanthroplc organizations on
problems of comparable or even lesser importance, the few thousands devoted to
housing segregation have been infinitesimal.
This is still another way in which avallable
resources must be redirected if the problem
Is to be solved.
A national educational campaign: For the
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first time In American history, the majority
of the white public appears aware that discrimination and segregation defeat the goals
of democracy. But it is a long step forward
from this recognition to a vigorous and affirmative effort equal to the need. This w1ll
require a type and degree of comprehension
and commitment, by majority and minority
peoples alike, which are still far from
achievement.
National consensus is most readlly achieved
through fuB information about the problem
and stimulation of public debate on the
means of solution. A full-scale campaign
to arouse and inform the American people
must begin Immediately if publ1c understanding and support are to reach the necessary levels before segregation grows so much
larger that it appears insoluble to many.
The turning point may well come with the
1970 Census. If some tangible progress has
not been made--or at least a plan of action
proposed-before its statistics appear, discouragement may rule.
The core of organized citizen support necessary to mount such a campaign already exists-In such national organizations as the
American Friends Service Committee, the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'r1th,
and the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing and in the hundreds
of citizen fair housing groups across the
country. But their efforts must be focused.
coordinated, and, above all, adequately
financed. And they must be brought into
the context of related activities such as ur.
ban planning and the war on poverty.
The task of eliminating segregation rests
ultimately with the American people as a
whole-led, as in every major struggle In
their history, by a small group of devoted
citizens. If they do not succeed, the result
will almost certainly be the continued spread
of Negro ghettos; large-scale physical blight
generated by popUlation pressures and exploitation; economic loss to many citizens
of both races; persistent social disorder; and
spreading racial tensions which strike at
the very foundations of a free and democratic society. The choice is not merely between segregation and desegregation, but between wholesale destruction of property and
human values and the continued growth and
security of American society itself.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
1\111'. MONDALE. lVIr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. JORDAN of North Carolina in the chair).
Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the fair
housing bill now before us would establish, once and for all, the principle that
in housing all Americans are equal. For
white Americans, that principle is older
than the Nation itself. What we ca!], do
by enacting H.R. 2516, as amended, is
to make the principle closer to a practical
reality by placi:,g o~hind it the force of
law.
I think that most real estate brokers,
tract developers, and owners and operators of apartment houses have no strong
personal prejudice. Today the great majority of them feel compelled by business pressures to maintain the existing
patterns of race and c:Jlor in housing,
no matter what they may personally believe. Th,:,y think-in my opinion, wrongly-that to break the pattern would be
to risk financial loss or ruin.
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By requiring all who are in the business of housing not to discriminate, however, this legislation would relieve the
pressure on each. When every businessman must by law treat his customers
equally, there will be little or no risk of
loss for those who do. In the course of the
1966 hearings on a similar fair housing
bill before the House Committee on the
Judiciary, prominent builders testified
that before the States in which they
operated enacted open housing laws,
they never sold homes in their developments to Negroes, but that when open
housing laws were enacted, they stopped
discriminating and have continued an
open housing policy ever since. They
testified that they now have Negroes and
members of other minority groups in all
their developments and have experienced
no friction or economic loss of any kind.
Furthermore--as though to emphasize
the contrast between States with open
housing legislation and those without-these same builders testified that when
operating in different States, even at the
same time and with otherwise identical
developments, they would discriminate
where there were no laws to stop them
and not discriminate where there were
such laws.
Mr. President, I believe that one of the
most compelling single elements developed in hearings on the proposed fair
housing amendment was that presented
by members of the real estate industry
which represented experienced and substantial realtors with wide experience in
communities with a biracial makeup.
They testified that they now have Negroes and members of other minority
groups in all their developments and that
they experience no friction or economic
loss of any kind.
Furthermore, they emphasize the contrast between States with open housing
legislation and those States without open
housing legislation. The same builders
testified that when operating in different
States, even at the same time, and with
otherwise identical developments, they
would discriminate where there were no
laws to stop them and they would not
discriminate where there were laws to
stop them.
In short, open housing laws have
proved beyond doubt their effectiveness
as applied to professional housing developers.
Persons engaged in the real estate
business came before the Housing Subcommittee of the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee to express their
strong support for a Federal open housing law. Indeed, I think that the strongest testimony we received, and the most
urgent pleas we heard for a law which
would be comprehensive and strong,
came from the representatives of the
real estate industry. I regretted that
their national association took a different view. But I believe now that the old
view, that realtors were opposed to
fair housing proposals, has been shattered. We now know that many, substantially experienced realtors are fully committed to the adoption of fair housing
proposals.
One view expressed by the members of
the real estate profession who supported
the legislation was that the concept of
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the importance of a seller's right to select
the purchaser was an illusion.
One of these witnesses stated:
An experienced real estate broker knows
that up until the time the race question
entered the picture not one seller In a hundred cared about who was going to buy his
house so long as the buyer had the money
and met the seller's terms.

In other words, the sale of a home is a
commercial transaction. The test applied
is purely a financial one, except where
the factor of race, religion, or national
origin is involved.
Similarly, the concept that the movement of a Negro into a previously allwhite neighborhood depresses property
values in that area is also an illusion.
One witness, a man with 14 years of experience in appraising residential property values, stated:
Value is determined by the law of supply
and demand. If a lot of similar housing Is on
the market at the same time and there are
no buyers to absorb them, prices will go
down. Similarly, If there Is a great demand In
a neighborhood, because of the popularity of
a certain school or some other factor, and
there are not many houses being offered for
sale, the prices are going to rise, regardless of
the color of the neighbor's skin.

Because of the economic factors involved, the passage of fair housing legislation will not cause a deluge of Negroes
into white neighborhoods and create new
ghettos. The District of Columbia has a
fair housing ordinance which allows
Negroes to move into previously all-white
areas of the city. There are Negroes in
Chevy Chase, Cleveland Park, where the
present speaker lives-and American
University Park, but their numbers are
regulated strictly by their ability to pay.
I am proud that in the block in which
I live resides a magnificent Negro
family.
Mr. President, I should like to emphasize one point. The Real Estate Association persists in talking about the
precious right of the seller not to sell.
Several of the subcommittee's witnesses
agreed that in their experience as real
estate brokers-and their experience has
been SUbstantial-they had not been
parties to nor had heard of any transaction in which someone, exercising the
"right not to sell," had refused to sell for
any reason whatsoever when the buyer
was ready, willing, and able to purchase.
Mr. President, the hearings on the Fair
Housing Act of 1967 before the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs
of the Committee on Banking and Currency heard from a distinguished panel
of realtors. That testimony begins on
page 396 of the hearings.
We heard from Mr. Ferd Kramer, Chicago, Ill.; W. Evans Buchanan, Rockville, Md.; Elliott N. Couden, Seattle,
Wash.; Edward Durchslag, Chicago, Ill.;
Tighe E. Woods, Washington, D.C.; and
Kelmon V. Rothchild, St. Paul, Minn.
If there were ever any doubts that fair
housing was a practical and workable
concept, that it would receive the cooperation of responsible real estate industry, those doubts are exploded and
set to rest forever. I would commend to
my colleagues, and to the country, if they
have any doubts about the proposition
before us, that they read the testimony

of the realtors to which I have itIstmade
reference.
Mr. President, there are many reasons
why I hope the Senate will support the
bill now pending before it. It is legislation of this kind-intended to meet and
to master one of the Nation's most critical domestic problems-that is particularly deserving of such support. It is not
difficult, Mr. President, to cite examples
of expressions of support for such legislation from leaders of both parties.
I am proud that the coauthor of the
pending amendment, the distinguished
Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
BROOKE], is a member of the Republican
Party. Well, that should be, because the
Republican platform in 1960, in speaking
of equality under the law, included the
following statement:
[Equality) becomes a reality only when
all persons have equal opportunity, without
distinction of race, religion, color or national origin, to acquire the essentials of lifehousing, education and employment.

In education and employment, Mr.
President, we have accomplished a great
deal. Much remains to be done, as we
all must surely recognize--but we have
made significant beginnings and we are
continuing to work toward solutions in
these areas.
But in the field of housing, equality
under the law has not even begun to be
a reality of American life.
The arguments against fair housing
legislation, Mr. President, often take the
form of positive, self-righteous assertions about the "right to deal with whom
you choose" or the "right to sell property
without interference," despite the fact
that, as the realtor witnesses testified,
never once in their real estate experience
had they known a seller to question the
right of any eligible and able buyers to
purchase except on the basis of race.
Aside from the fact that these assertions ignore the possibility that a parallel "right to purchase" may exist, the
argument denies decades of history as
well. Property rights have been regulated
by government. since the oeginning of
the concepts of "property" and "government."
Theodore Roosevelt, in 1910, expressed
this same idea when he said:
Every man holds his property subject to
the general rights of the community to
regUlate its use to whatever degree the public welfare may require it.

In 1949, Congress set for itself and for
the Nation the goal of "a decent home
and a suitable living environment for
every American family." I submit, Mr.
President, that 19 years later, we are
still a long, long way from that goal.
There is no question that the goal set
out in the Housing Act of 1949 has not
been reached; the only question is, are
we nearer, or farther away, from that
goal than we were 19 years ago? The
increasing urbanization of our population has made substandard housing .a
greater problem than it has ever been.
The image of the tumbledown slatboard
shack in the rural South has been replaced by what is to my mind an even
more regrettable, more terrible alternative-the filthy, freezing urban slum
tenement. Added to the monumental
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problem of poverty in the cities is the
totally-related problem of segregated
housing. These two monstrous national
disgraces are really only one, Mr. President. I quote from an article by Loren
Miller, entitled "Government Responsibility for Residential Segregation":
The total population growth for 1960's ten
largest cities from 1930 to 1960 was 3.480.295;
the Negro Increase was 3.222.347. Central clty
growth was Negro growth. The standard
metropolitan area for those same ten cities
had a total population gain from 1930 to 1960
of 4,174,537 and a Negro gain of 146.540.
Whites outgained Negroes in the suburbs by
some thirty to one.
The statistics confirm what the eye can
observe: residential segregation has been on
the aggreslve increase in the centers of our
cities in the past three decades with a concomitant exclusion of Negroes from outlying
suburban areas. Statistics confirm what the
eye can observe-

The author states, and the eye can so
observe within 5 minutes walking distance of this Chamber. Our cities do not
merely contain ghettos. Mr. President;
they are fast becoming ghettos. We stand
in the center of a prime example of that
process in action.
But, opponents of this legislation may
say-the District of Columbia has a fair
housing ordinance-why does that not
operate to cure the problem of segregated housing? The answer is obvious.
There is scant opportunity for Negro
citizens of the District of Columbia to
join their white coworkers in the suburbs.
There has been great effort on the part of
progressive citizens in all the areas surrounding this city to end segregation in
the suburbs, but to date the victories in
that effort have been minor ones, and
the virtually all-white suburban communities surround the declining central
city as they have since this problem began to emerge many decades ago.
To refer to the statement I made some
days ago, at the beginning of this debate,
there is growing evidence, encouraging
evidence, that more and more American
Negroes have licked their own economic
problems, and they now enjoy middle
and upper incomes from their employment; but thousands upon thousands of
them, despite that fact. are nevertheless
pinned in the ghetto because they cannot
exercise the right of all other American
citizens to buy housing of their choice in
some other location.
We had the testimony of a Navy lieutenant, who was assigned by the U.S.
Navy to a post not more than 30 miles
from where we are, who went to 39 different places, seeking to buy a home, and
was turned down in every instance-a
handsome, able young man, who had
served this country for 8 years, who is
good enough to defend this Nation, but
is not good enough to live near us.
Washington is not unique. "Typical,"
would be closer to the truth of the matter. We must decide, Mr. President,
whether to take appropriate action to relieve some of the mounting pressures of
the ghettos, or to stand by and observe
the destruction of our urban centers by
loss of jobs and business to the suburbs,
a declining tax base. and the ruin
brought on by absentee ownership of
property.
CX1V--189-Part 3

The reasons for this legislation may be
summed up by quoting from former Attorney General Katzenbach's testimony
before the House JUdiciary Subcommittee in 1966:
By now it should be plain that a patchwork of state and local laws Is not enough.
The work of private volunteer groups is not
enough. Court decisions are not enough. The
llm1ted authority of the executive branch is
not enough . . . • Durable remedies for so
endemic and deep-seated a condition as
housing segregation should be based on the
prescription and sanction of Congress. This
is all the more so as the issue is national in
scope and as It penetrates into so many other
sectors of publlc polley such as the rebuilding and physical improvement of our cities.

This legislation, Mr. President, will
not bring an end to the ghetto. Only a
concentrated, well-directed program of
education, public housing, and job development will accomplish that huge task,
and then only at the expense of many
years of hard and dedicated effort.
But this legislation will help. It will
offer hope for the many persons who
have shown themselves and their neighbors that they can malce it as worthwhile
citizens--but who cannot convince the
suburban landlord. It will offer an immediate improvement in living conditions for middle class Negroes who already can afford better housing-but
cannot find it in the ghetto.
The side effects of this legislation
would also be beneficial, Mr. President.
It would, for example, restore honesty to
the suburban apartment manager who
now misleads, avoids. or even lies to the
Negro father who comes to him seeking
a home for his family. It would help to
restore as well the pride that many citizens have had to swallow in the face of
such mindless rejections.
We have waited long enough to enact
this legislation. The need is clear beyond
any possible dispute. It is time for action.
Mr. President, we have heard repeatedly about the problems of the exploding
American cities, and well we should, because it is as profound an issue as this
Nation faces or has ever faced. It is. at
bottom, an issue of fairness, of employment, of training, of education, of housing, of enVironment, which challenges
everything that this Nation possesses in
terms of material goods and spiritual
commitment.
Indispensable to the solution of the
problems of the exploding American city
is the alienation and the separation of
the races. The psychology of rejection
which Is found everywhere in the black
cores of the rotting centers of American
cities is fundamentally the rage and the
frustration and the despair which we see
expressed everywhere, and, tragically,
even in the form of violence.
We tend to make our arguments on the
basis of material problems, whether it be
housing, employment, education, or environment, and well we should; but we
had many witnesses before the Banking
and Currency Committee testify to the
psychological effects of segregation as
being a fundamental basis for the rage
with which we are clearly confronted. I
am inclined to think that this is a factor
that is widely underrated. We are saying
to the ghetto dweller today, "Solve your
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problems, have confidence in yourself,
find a job, take the training available to
you, apply yourself and gain an education. try to elevate your capacity to earn."
But, on the other hand, we are saying,
"Even if you solve all your problems, despite how capable you prove yourself in
achieving these objectives, we are not
going to permit you to have the right
that every other American has to buy
any house which you are able to purchase. There is something about you, regardless of every other characteristic that
you might have, based on your color.
that will prevent you from living with
us."

This is an outrage from any standpoint. I do not think this country can
solve its urban problems, the problems
which we face in the American cities.
until we take the simple step of agreeing
that we are going to live together, and
not separately.
It is a simple fact, and yet it is a profound concept that lies at the core and
the heart of this serious social problem
which we face together as Americans.
I suppose there is no more humiliating experience for a father, the head of
a household, the symbol of authority in
his family. than to go up to a house that
is for sale, one which he can afford, one
which his endeavors over the years have
suited him to live in. and be told that
house is not available to him.
Perhaps he is a professional man. Two
of our witnesses, Negroes who could not
buy suitable housing, were typical. One
was a Navy lieutenant with 8 years of
experience, a handsome, impressive,
young man. The other was a distinguished professor of literature, earning
more than $11,000 a year in Philadelphia.
Both of them had spent months going to
homes which had "For Sale" signs out in
front. to homes which were listed in the
newspapers, with their families, with
their children, only to be rejected-not
because they could not afford the property, but because they were not intellectually and in every other way suited to
live in the neighborhoods, but simply
because of their color.
I do not, I repeat, believe that this
outrage can continue, and that at the
same time we can solve the problems of
our exploding American ghettos. The insult is too great, too profound, too indefensible. It is an outrage to our concepts and beliefs of freedom, and an outrage to anyone's belief in God. I hope
that Congress will not underestimate the
seriousness of the issue we face here; for
I fear that time is running out. I believe
the decades of neglect have run their
course, and that it is now too late to
extend to the ghetto dwellers only more
empty promises.
The credibility of moderate civil rights
leaders is being undermined. As Whitney
Young-surely one of our great Americans--put it in testimony recently, after
he had been complimented for his role in
trying to cool down our American cities:
I enjoy the compllment. but It isn·t transferrable. We need action. I must have something in my hands when I talk to my ghettodweller neighbors.

One of the things that I am sure must
be had in hand is the removal of this
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outrageous course of segregated residential living, so that those who can aft'ord
and wish to do so may, like all other
Americans, buy any house they can afford to purchase, and those who live in
the ghetto but cannot aft'ord to buy housing outside it will know it is their failure
to solve their economic problems, and
not their color, which pins them in the
ghetto.
Mr. President, we have now discussed
this fair housing proposal for more than
a week. Many Senators have risen and
given remarkable speeches, setting forth
in detail the new knowledge we have
about fair housing. The old scare stories
of the real estate industry have now been
exploded by the experience of several
States and many other communities that
now have fair housing laws and ordinances which in the main are operating
eft'ectively and, in an impressive way,
helping to bring about a solution to this
heartbreaking problem.
I believe the U.S. Congress is trailing
behind the States and the local communities on this issue. That is certainly
true in my State, for we have, if not the
strongest, one of the strongest fair housing laws in the country. It was passed
with bipartisan support. I would say one
would have to look hard, in our State, to
find a single living Minnesota politician
who is opposed to fair housing. All the
scare stories have been forgotten; many
of the realtors who opposed these proposals now support them; and, where
once there was almost solid opposition,
there is now almost solid support.
The experience we have had in Minnesota can be duplicated in many other
States. Therefore, for every practical
reason and for every moral reason, the
time has come for Congress to rendezvous with its conscience and adopt an
eft'ective fair housing amendment.
AMENDMENTS NOS. 507, 508, AND 513

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I hold
in my hand three amendments, Nos. 507,
508, and 513, which the Senator from
Georgia [Mr. TALMADGE] expects to propose to the pending bill. On his behalf,
I ask unanimous consent that these
amendments now be considered as having been read so as to meet all of the
requirements of rule XXII.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
TRANSPORTATION OF MEN AND
EQUIPMENT TO THE WAR ZONE
BY Affi NATIONAL GUARD AND Affi
RESERVE
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, the recent announcement that more combat
troops would be sent immediately to
Vietnam emphasizes the seliousness of
the situation there. The decis:on to send

additional men is now well known and
widely publicized. I am confident that
these combat men will perform in the
highest traditions of our military services. They are, of course, part of the active forces.
There is one operation associated with
this rapid buildup in Vietnam that has
not been widely publicized but which the
public should know more about. That is
the part the Air National Guard and Air
Reserve will have in transporting men
and equipment to the war zone. Simultaneously with the decision to send additional men to Vietnam, the Air National Guard was asked to provide 230
missions to and from Vietnam within the
next 14 days. Within the first hour after
the request was made the Air National
Guard transport units thl'oughout the
United States had firmly committed 82
of the missions and five airplanes were
available for take oft' within that hour.
In less than 24 hours the Air National
Guard has committed the full 230 missions. Although many of the Air Reserve
units have been called to active duty
those remaining will fly 50 additional
missions.
I emphasize that these air transport
units are not on active duty. They are
manned by men who are regularly employed in civilian life. They are asked to
perform this additional duty on a voluntary basis, making it unnecessary to order them to active duty. Many of these
men will be away from their jobs, others
will take vacation time, but the significant point is these missions needed urgently to support the war eft'ort in Vietnam will be flown.
Mr. President, this is not only a personal sacrifice to the men who are involved but it is also a considerable
sacrifice to their employers. I believe
we should remember that also.
This points out the very valuable contributions these air transport units as
well as all other Reserve and National
Guard units are making to our national
defense eft'ort. It is further evidence that
they are needed and must not only be
continued but strengthened with the
equipment, manpower, and training necessary to make them a first line force.
Under the present plans of the Defense Department, four of the units that
will be making these emergency flights
to Vietnam are scheduled to be deactivated later this year. The fact that they
are now called upon and are likely to be
called upon in the future for just such
emergencies is conclusive evidei1ce to
me that these units scheduled to be deactivated should be retained.
Certainly, there are Guard units that
Congress has kept alive for 2 successive
years because of mandated language in
the appropriation bill, units otherwise
scheduled to be deactivated. These matters clearly illustrate the need for these
units. The need is clearly illustrated
where there is involved transporting over
10,000 men and equipment half way
around the world, and all of the missions
are in the hands of the Air National
Guard and the Air Reserve.
I am especially pleased that one of the
units that responded immediately and
with its full resources is located in Mississippi. The 172d Air Transport Group
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in Jackson, Miss., immediately volunteered to fly five of the missions which
is the maximum number they can fly
with the equipment and manpower they
have available. In addition, the 118th Air
Transport Wing of which the Jackson
group is a member has volunteered to fly
11 additional missions, five to be flO\vn
by the Air National Guard Group in
Memphis and six by the Air National
Guard Group in Nashville.
The officers and men of all these air
transport units are to be commended
for their quick response to this call. This
was a voluntary response.
I also want to pay special tribute to
those Air Reservists both Air Force and
Navy who were called to active duty
early this year and are now undergoing
intensive training. These men answered
the call of their country in the typical
spirit that reservists have shown
throughout the years. Many of them are
now serving on active duty at some financial sacrifice, others have had their
schooling interrupted, some have been
called away from their jobs and professions at a very critical time. The overwhelming attitUde, however, has been
one of willingness to fulfill their responsibilities which they accepted in joining
the Reserve program. The Nation is indebted to them for their dedication, and
for their desire to serve their country.
Mr. President, these units, which can
be operated at about one-fifth the cost
of a regular unit, and in which these
men are kept in condition and ready to
go on the shortest notice, prove the wisdom of our Reserve system. In paying
compliments to these men, we must not
forget the men who serve through the
Selective Service System, and th0se who
serve as professional soldiers. They continue to render fine military service in
Vietnam. We have never been represented by flner American fighting men
than we are in this unfortunate war.
Mr. JORDAN of North Carolina. Mr.
President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. STENNIS. I am glad to yield to
the Senator from North Carolina.
(At this point, Mr. HART assumed the
chair.>
Mr. JORDAN of North Carolina. Mr.
President, the distinguished Senator
from Mississippi has brought to my attention and to the attention of the public a valuable contribution which is being made to the war eft'ort. I know something about these units and the sacrifice
these men are making, as well as the
dedication they have.
There is also demonstrated the wisdom of keeping these two units in force
at a time when the Department of Defense was insisting on taking them out.
I, too, hope that not only these units,
but also the other units will be retained
because the additional 10,500 troops being sent to Vietnam will have to be
serviced. We do not know what supplies
will have to be flown there, and sometimes it takes time to get there. These
men have shown a readiness that is
remarkable.
I hope the Department of Defense will
not deactivate a single one of these
units. They have done a great job.
Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Senator
from North Carolina. I share his views.

